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THE "COMFORT ZONE" LADY

ABOUT BERTA

Berta Medina is an eternal optimist who believes in the power of generosity and is

passionate about sharing her message that dreamers truly succeed!

After years of building, operating and growing her own successful business, she’s

taken her experience and love for philanthropy to travel to Africa on a harrowing

climb to Mt. Kilimanjaro’s peak as part of a mission trip to change the world for

Maasai children  Since she reached the peak at 19,341 feet, she has re-envisioned the

importance of goals and the power of generosity. 

Now Berta helps businesses and individuals connect genuinely, give generously, and

reach a level of success and fulfillment that means more to her clients than just the

bottom line.Berta is a Keynote Speaker, Professional Certified Coach with the

International Coaching Federation, Author, a certified Go-Giver Speaker, Thrive

Through Accountability Expert and host of The Dreamers Succeed Podcast.  

As the founder of Dreamers Succeed, Berta believes that once the seed of a dream

has been planted in a person’s heart, they already possess all they need in order to

achieve it.  Her passion is to bring people to fulfill their dreams and her workshops

and keynotes help audiences realize their goals, find new paths to fulfillment, and

motivate those who need a push to get their personal and professional lives moving

toward a bright future.



 KEYNOTES | 30-90 MINUTE RUNTIME,

CUSTOMIZABLE

WORKSHOPS | FULL-DAY OR HALF-DAY

BREAKOUT SESSIONS|CUSTOMIZED BREAKOUT

SESSIONS

WEBINARS & SEMINARS

ACHIEVE YOUR GOALS THROUGH

ACCOUNTABILITY STRATEGIES



Over-deliver in value so that your brand stands out among the competition, even long after a transaction. 

Discover the external-focus that companies use to cement themselves as industry leaders. 

Leverage the power of mutually beneficial introductions to become an in-demand 'connector' and boost brand loyalty. 

Use F.O.R.M. questions to maximize impact during their interactions. 

Leverage your value matrix to create word-of-mouth ambassadors for your company. 

Create a friendly and likable brand with a generosity-focused image with an impact driven bottom line.

Set up the nearly-automatic "Top of Mind Funnel" to effortlessly keep yourself on your prospects' radars.

Berta Medina teaches audiences the tools for genuine networking. Audiences will learn to ignite interest by showing interest in others. By developing

an outstanding and unique service culture laced with generosity, audiences will have access to an inimitable process for acquiring prospects,

keeping loyal customers, and creating ambassadors for your brand that will spread sought after word-of-mouth legitimacy for your business. 

 

Participants will also learn how to shift the focus of networking to include purpose and perspective to change their results and magnify their

networking efforts exponentially. They will discover a suite of questions and listening skills that create emotional connections that last. Through Q&A

and interactive exercises, audiences will learn and practice the tools they need to create meaningful connections in the new economy and in the

new ‘virtual’ world of networking, which is here to stay. 

Becoming Competition Proof redefines the rules of customer service. Berta's value matrix is based in customer-centric, generosity-focused factors.

Audiences will learn to create brand loyalty that outlasts transactions. People work with people they know, like, trust and who are leading from

generosity. 

In "Becoming Competition-Proof," audiences will learn how to: 

BECOMING COMPETITION PROOF
Overcoming Competition Through Generosity

[Ideal Audience: Entrepreneurs, Leadership and Executive Teams, Associations and Sales & Marketing Teams]

WORKSHOP & KEYNOTE AVAILABLE



Learn the powerful, visual GPA analogy that prepares them to achieve their grand vision. 

Find the drive and motivation with three simple words that keep them going, even when the going gets tough. 

Learn to inspire themselves through taking action and rewriting their own story and will learn crucial

introspective skill to self-moderate and maintain alignment with what they truly want. 

They will be equipped with the tools necessary to apply the HEART method to their networking

When it comes to climbing mountains, heading up to the summit without the right tools could spell disaster. So why should we treat our own

monumental life goals any different? After climbing Mount Kilimanjaro, Berta spotted an invaluable parallel:  if we're so keen on bringing

along the tools and skills necessary to take on physical challenges, we should be just as prepared for our goals with mental tools we need to

surmount our greatest challenges. 

In "Raise Your GPA", audiences will build a robust mental toolset to help them achieve their biggest goals, no matter the difficulty. By sharing

clever analogies between her kit of mountain-climbing essentials and our inner world, Berta teaches us a simple way to visualize the things

we need to find success. Berta's toolkit is a simple and profound look at the things we need to get the things we want -- tools everyone

should have at the ready to achieve their dreams. 

 

In "Raise Your GPA," audiences will: 

RAISE YOUR G.P.A.
Achieving Your Goals Through Dynamic Accountability

[Ideal Audience: Sales & Marketing Teams, Entrepreneurs, Executives, Business Leaders and Associations]

WORKSHOP & KEYNOTE AVAILABLE



Adventure courageously,
Give Generously,

Dream big!



NAKED AND UNAFRAID
Facing Our Fears and Exploring The Truth

[Ideal Audiences: Women's Groups, Associations, Sales and Marketing Teams, Leadership and Management Teams, and Entrepreneurs

Learn fail-proof methods to face and conquer their fears and limiting beliefs. 

Fast-track their achievements through building a resilient attitude. 

Implement confidence-boosting tools and techniques to help self-moderate and stay attuned to their values.

In "Naked and Unafraid," audiences will learn about the importance of having a clear WHY in order to face their fears, overcome objections,

rise above limiting beliefs and step into their fullest potential. They will discover

how their biggest worries can become their greatest allies. By being vulnerable, we expose ourselves to the truth. By exploring the truth, we

can find viable paths to overcoming our vulnerabilities. When we flip our fears on their head, we can overcome limiting beliefs and doubts

that keep us from achieving more. 

Audiences will learn to identify these fears and where they came from -- whether from themselves or others. They will learn a powerful,

always-accessible tool to overcoming their fears on a daily basis, one step at a time. This exercise of emotional fortitude turns fears into fuel

and motivation to bring them to new heights of personal success. To create an attitude of resilience and lasting emotional strength, we must

first become vulnerable. This isn't the advice most people want to hear. We want the easy answer -- a way to walk around the fire instead of

through it. But when we are honest about and go in search of what is holding us back and why, we find a deep well of power in our

authenticity. 

In "Naked and Unafraid," audiences will: 



"Helping organizations
thrive through 

 accountability is one
of the most rewarding

elements of my
practice."



YOUR INVESTMENT

No reproduction of the recordings are sold;  

Any recordings are used for internal and promotional purposes only;  

Dreamers Succeed will be provided with a copy of any recorded program for promotional use. 

Half-Day Workshop: $1,500 U.S. $4,000 International 

Full-Day Workshop: $2,500 U.S. $6,000.00 International 

Keynotes: Contact for pricing details 

Virtual Program Option: Berta offers a Virtual Program Option where budget limitations do not allow for in-person program fee.  

Please contact our office at 954.274.3875 for pricing. 

Recording of Programs:

You may record Berta’s presentations at no additional charge as long as: 

Travel: In an effort to facilitate your efforts, Berta proposes a flat travel fee of $750 including flight, hotel and meals for domestic travel (in the

U.S.) For international arrangements, please contact our office at 954.274.3875 for pricing. 

Dreamers Succeed |

Email: Team@dreamerssucceed.com |  LinkedIn:  www.linkedin.com/in/bertamedinagarcia 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/dreamerssucceed/ 

Office: 954.274.3875 Address: 4495 SW 67th Terrace Suite #203 Davie, FL 33314


